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AWARD_SECRETARY.EXE  version 2.0.0 at  28.11.2015 year

- In this version I do the following changes and   improvements :

- Now every field in the imported file. adi is verified using a special programming technology
RegEx Regular Expression based on the
  so-called. pattern for field , .  This technology is new for Windows programming technology and
provides a high possibility of 
  finding errors . 
  This errors are found :  Faults ordinary and so-called critical errors which may cause  stop
working the program or give 
  erroneous results. In the event of critical errors further work program is stoped. Correction error
you must do in the logger and again 
  produce .adi  file . Some errors  can be corrected  as is possible will be corrected automatically
-   Due to this technology for check fields screens look a little different , especially if you choose
cooperation with CLUBLOG. For now 
    help chm does not yet include a description of these new screens.
-   To perform functions related to the RegEx Regular Expression is designed dll module -
pcrelib.dll placed in the installation directory. 
    As a result of its operation may appear  a single screen when you start AWARD_SECRETARY
with message that was changed so-called 
    date type long and short  described in this section. At this point, it is also described how to
change the type after installation
•	Reducing height of screens in bookmarks , so that now each display is located on a 15 inch
monitor (that is 768 pixels vertically)
•	Improved the installation program install_upgrade_AWARD.exe, so that it behaves better
when installing
•	Improved module IN_POLSKA.dll, used to produce data for Polish awards based only on the
station sign.
•	Improved also way to check the logging to up to 4 servers personal information for Polish
station.
•	Improved also a reproduction method start state award for people who already have a a
award and have a file for this award  in 
        any format .. 
- Reduced the number fields that are needed to restore the state startup if you can restore some
fields from the main QSOs MYSQL file
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